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.B A T C H   N U M B E R   TWO.
Rose Alincastre, Keili Ginsel, Marquell O Hale, Zainab Mariyah, and Sony Tran

UPCOMING EVENTS

CARDINAL BOO

On October 31st, Lamar University

hosted a Cardinal Boo event where seniors
from local high schools visited and learned
about the campus and different
organizations. The event had a virtual and
in-person, socially distanced, audience.
Our AIChE halloween theme was “Mad
Scientist” to match our chemical
engineering major. We had dry ice, lab
glasswares, food coloring, spooky animals,
and squishy eyeballs to tie it all together.
We also displayed our informational poster
board and pictures to showcase our group.
We won the Outstanding Student
Organization at Cardinal Boo! In addition
to that, we also won the 2019-2020
Outstanding Student Chapter Award given
by AIChE Nationals. A very special thank you to our ChemE department
for being one of the best and most supportive groups ever!
Thanks to Dr. Henry for teaching us quick dry ice tricks such as
making George Washington scream by
pushing down a quarter on dry ice and
creating an inflating glove by putting dry
ice and water inside. Very cool t ricks!

The entire month of November
will be T-shirt pick-up
11/11 - Kahoot Game Night*
11/18 - 4th General Meeting*
11/20 - Fall Movie Social

*- tentative

MERCH UPDATE

Check out our online shop for more!
https://lamaraiche.com/store/

We have logo stickers!

We have
tumblers
too!

Email us at aichelamar@gmail.com

Visit our website at lamaraiche.com
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ChemE-Car Team (2020-2021)
●
●
●
●
●

Director-Elijah Keal
Head of Design team -Gregory Twing
Head of Research and Development- Thanh Tran
Project Manager- Colton Smith
Head Safety Officer-Marquell Hale

CONGRATULATIONS!!!
STUDENT SPOTLIGHT:

(Anyone interested in a hat or new shirt
designs? Here are some ideas for a hat!)

Ryan Florence

Ryan Florence is currently a Senior student majoring in Chemical Engineering.
He studies around 15 hours a week, and his study times vary with the rate of
material being covered in his courses. His hobbies consist of family hikes and
photography. His favorite course so far is Mass Transfer, and he finds the
information in the course very practical for real-world industrial processes. He
prefers face-to-face classes because they offer more student-to-professor
interaction. He prefers to live on campus because the on-campus environment
offers him more motivation to study for his courses.
His advice for early undergraduates in the Chemical Engineering Program: interact with other Chem-E majors and
participate in events hosted by the Lamar University AIChE Chapter.

PROFESSOR SPOTLIGHT:

Dr. Tracy Benson

Albert Einstein: “The problems that exist in the world today cannot be solved by the level of thinking
that created them.”

Dr. Tracy Benson currently teaches a freshman-level Intro to Chemical
Engineering course and a senior-level Unit Ops Lab. Apart from these, he has also
taught Thermodynamics II and Mass Transfer. He enjoys being able to help
students find a path unique to them, witness them go through the ebb and flows of
being an undergraduate ChemE student, and help them learn from their mistakes
as they improve their ability to become creative problem solvers. Dr. Benson has
been very active in research and has worked on numerous projects such as
renewable fuels and chemicals, carbon capture, utilization and storage
technologies, and utilization of ionic liquids to remove hydrogen sulfide from
natural gas and oils. Outside of academia, he is quite passionate about triathlons
and has completed a full Ironman (140.6 mi) in 2017.
His advice to undergraduate students: Do not underestimate the need for interpersonal skills and leadership
development. Always be able to acknowledge that you aren’t the only one in the room.
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Fun Fact:

Sulfuric
Acid(H2SO4)
is the most
commonly
produced
chemical in the world at just
over 200 megatons per year!

Study tips:

-Have a good mindset when you are studying, it is harder to learn when
you are exhausted or overworked.
-Drink a lot of water, it is easy to forget to stay hydrated.
-Come up with a study plan if you don’t know how to start. It gives you a
list to check off as you make progress instead of thinking of studying as
an all or nothing task. Take things step by step!
-Constantly push yourself to practice self-discipline.

Pumpkin Carving Event: Last Wednesday, October 21st, the Student Engineering Council hosted a very
fun event! This was the first socially distanced, in-person social of the SEC.

Our AIChE SGA Representative and SEC Secretary, Melody Youwakim, attended the event. Melody carved
a dinosaur on her pumpkin as seen on the bottom right image. Her dinosaur was a unique design and she
was inspired by a photo she saw on Pinterest. Melody was relieved and happy to have met other
welcoming SEC members outside of a computer screen. They were able to talk
about their semesters and job preferences. Melody shared that she “made so many
new friends and connections with new people, it was overall an awesome
experience!”
Photo credits to Sriya Muttavarapu/SEC

Past Event: We had a Game Night Social on October 16th where we
played Skribbl.io (image on the right). Skribbl.io is an online guessing,
drawing game. We had two teams resulting in two winners: Colton Smith
and Zainab Mariyah. Both of them received gift cards as prizes!
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